
Largest college admissions scam
uncovered, reeling in the famous

 

William Rick Singer (center) leaves Boston Federal Court after being charged with racketeering, money laundering, conspiracy
to defraud the United States and obstruction of justice on March 12, 2019, in Boston, Massachusetts. Singer is among several
charged in an alleged college admissions scam. Photo by: Scott Eisen/Getty Images/TNS 

LOS ANGELES, California — Fifty people have been charged with crimes in the
largest college admissions scam ever. Lawyers for the government say some rich
parents lied and cheated. They committed serious crimes to get their children into
top colleges. The lawyers brought charges against the parents on March 12.

The scam began in 2011. William Rick Singer owns Edge College & Career
Network. It is a college admissions company in Newport Beach, California.
Rich parents paid his company to help their children cheat on college entrance
exams and falsify athletic records. The fake credentials got the students into top,
competitive colleges. Singer was charged by government lawyers with several
serious crimes. He pleaded guilty in Boston, Massachusetts, on March 12.
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Fake Charity

The lawyers state that Singer established a fake charity called Key Worldwide
Foundation. The charity claimed to help children in need. Parents were told to
donate to the charity. Some of them paid millions of dollars. Singer then used the
charity's money to buy favors from test administrators and university officials. 

Singer told parents to ask for more time for their children on ACT and SAT exams.
Both tests are used as part of college applications. In at least one case, a student
pretended to have a medical issue in order to get more time.

Parents then got their children to take the test at two locations that Singer
controlled. At the locations, Singer used the parents' money to pay test
administrators to let the children cheat. The administrators are Igor Dvorskiy, of
Los Angeles, California, and Lisa "Niki" Williams, of Houston, Texas. Dvorskiy and
Williams allowed Mark Riddell, of Florida, to take the students' exams himself. He
also provided the students with answers or corrected the tests. 

The parents' money was also used to bribe university athletic coaches and
officials. In exchange for money, the university officials pretended the students
were athletic recruits. Athletic recruits are students who are admitted to schools
because they are good at sports. They play on the college's sports teams.

Some Of The Student "Athletes" Did Not Even Play Sports

Some of the students did not even play sports. Singer even helped make fake
pictures with students' heads on athletes' bodies. He also had a doctor pretend
that students had learning disabilities to help them get into schools. 

The University of Southern California, or USC, and Stanford University have fired
the coaches involved. 

Wanda Austin is currently president of USC. She called USC a "victim." Rick
Caruso helps oversee the university. He said people involved in the plot would be
held accountable.

Some of the children knew about the plot, while others did not, lawyers said.

Famous actresses Felicity Huffman and Lori Loughlin were caught in the scam.
Loughlin was on the TV show "Full House." Huffman was on the TV show
"Desperate Housewives." Both have been charged with serious crimes. They could
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go to prison for a long time. Loughlin and her husband, Mossimo Giannulli, the
creator of clothing brand Mossimo, "agreed to pay bribes totaling $500,000" to
get their daughters into USC.

Huffman paid $15,000 to the fake charity. Prosecutors state that Huffman met
with a secret witness. He told her how he could correct her daughter's SAT exam.

Real Victims Are Hardworking Students

Joseph Bonavolonta is a special agent with the Federal Bureau of Investigation.
He is looking into the scam. "Make no mistake: This is not a case where parents
were acting in the best interests of their children," he said. The parents used their
wealth to cheat the college admissions system. He added that the real victims
were hardworking students. They lost a place in schools because the rich parents
bought their way in. 

USC students expressed disgust with the scam's participants.

"It's extremely frustrating to hear how some people were able to buy their way in
when I worked really hard for the honor to have this kind of education," said
Natalia Parraz, age 19. She is in her first year at USC. "This shows us where we
are as a society. Money can buy you anything."

Romil Audhkhasi, age 25, is a doctoral student in electrical engineering at USC.
He added, "It's unfair to other students who got in honestly and by working hard."
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Quiz

1 Read the section "Some Of The Student Athletes Did Not Even Play Sports."

Select the paragraph from the section that shows how one famous person was involved in the
college cheating scam.

(A) Some of the students did not even play sports. Singer even helped make fake
pictures with students' heads on athletes' bodies. He also had a doctor pretend
that students had learning disabilities to help them get into schools.

(B) The University of Southern California, or USC, and Stanford University have
fired the coaches involved.

(C) Wanda Austin is currently president of USC. She called USC a "victim." Rick
Caruso helps oversee the university. He said people involved in the plot would
be held accountable.

(D) Huffman paid $15,000 to the fake charity. Prosecutors state that Huffman met
with a secret witness. He told her how he could correct her daughter's SAT
exam.

2 Read the section "Real Victims Are Hardworking Students."

Which sentence from this section supports the conclusion that USC students were upset about the
college cheating scam?

(A) "Make no mistake: This is not a case where parents were acting in the best
interests of their children," he said.

(B) They lost a place in schools because the rich parents bought their way in.

(C) Romil Audhkhasi, age 25, is a doctoral student in electrical engineering at USC.

(D) He added, "It's unfair to other students who got in honestly and by working
hard."
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3 Read the paragraph from the article. 

The parents' money was also used to bribe university athletic coaches
and officials. In exchange for money, the university officials pretended the
students were athletic recruits. Athletic recruits are students who are
admitted to schools because they are good at sports. They play on the
college's sports teams.

How does this paragraph support the MAIN idea of the article?

(A) It shows what will happen to Singer now that he has been caught for his crimes.

(B) It shows one of the ways Singer helped students get into college unfairly.

(C) It explains what other college athletes think about the college cheating scam.

(D) It explains how long parents have been trying to bribe university athletic
coaches.

4 Which selection from the article expresses a MAIN idea from the article?

(A) Rich parents paid his company to help their children cheat on college entrance
exams and falsify athletic records.

(B) Singer told parents to ask for more time for their children on ACT and SAT
exams. Both tests are used as part of college applications.

(C) The administrators are Igor Dvorskiy, of Los Angeles, California, and Lisa "Niki"
Williams, of Houston, Texas.

(D) Loughlin was on the TV show "Full House." Huffman was on the TV show
"Desperate Housewives."
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Answer Key

1 Read the section "Some Of The Student Athletes Did Not Even Play Sports."

Select the paragraph from the section that shows how one famous person was involved in the
college cheating scam.

(A) Some of the students did not even play sports. Singer even helped make fake
pictures with students' heads on athletes' bodies. He also had a doctor pretend
that students had learning disabilities to help them get into schools.

(B) The University of Southern California, or USC, and Stanford University have
fired the coaches involved.

(C) Wanda Austin is currently president of USC. She called USC a "victim." Rick
Caruso helps oversee the university. He said people involved in the plot would
be held accountable.

(D) Huffman paid $15,000 to the fake charity. Prosecutors state that Huffman
met with a secret witness. He told her how he could correct her daughter's
SAT exam.

2 Read the section "Real Victims Are Hardworking Students."

Which sentence from this section supports the conclusion that USC students were upset about the
college cheating scam?

(A) "Make no mistake: This is not a case where parents were acting in the best
interests of their children," he said.

(B) They lost a place in schools because the rich parents bought their way in.

(C) Romil Audhkhasi, age 25, is a doctoral student in electrical engineering at USC.

(D) He added, "It's unfair to other students who got in honestly and by
working hard."
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3 Read the paragraph from the article. 

The parents' money was also used to bribe university athletic coaches
and officials. In exchange for money, the university officials pretended the
students were athletic recruits. Athletic recruits are students who are
admitted to schools because they are good at sports. They play on the
college's sports teams.

How does this paragraph support the MAIN idea of the article?

(A) It shows what will happen to Singer now that he has been caught for his crimes.

(B) It shows one of the ways Singer helped students get into college unfairly.

(C) It explains what other college athletes think about the college cheating scam.

(D) It explains how long parents have been trying to bribe university athletic
coaches.

4 Which selection from the article expresses a MAIN idea from the article?

(A) Rich parents paid his company to help their children cheat on college
entrance exams and falsify athletic records.

(B) Singer told parents to ask for more time for their children on ACT and SAT
exams. Both tests are used as part of college applications.

(C) The administrators are Igor Dvorskiy, of Los Angeles, California, and Lisa "Niki"
Williams, of Houston, Texas.

(D) Loughlin was on the TV show "Full House." Huffman was on the TV show
"Desperate Housewives."
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